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Burnt red, becoming rust red. this boxcar 
remains without destination. a load limit and 
capacity fading impotently on its side. 
The great springs of its undercarriage. 
the great flanged wheels motionless 
among discarded spikes. tie plates, a few 
stiffened work gloves, and weeds growing up 
through the ballast. Inside, the car is musty. 
A slit of light through roof-high double doors 
reveals a splintered plywood wall and floorboards 
pocked with decay. And the ends of the car--this 
ruined cathedral among conveyances-­
are deep and indistinct. disappearing 
into their own vaulted lading of darkness. 
II 
More centrally in the rail yard . a train with four 
Conrail-blue locomotives is signaled 
to depart. (Seeing them. I wonder anew at treads 
polished silver on trucks stuck 
with grime.) The sound of couplers tightening 
dominoes down the train's length as the 
locomotives start ahead. Square-snouted. 
importunate mechanical muscle, their underbellies 
huge with fuel tanks, they pulse, subsonically. 
beneath their big diesel-electric hum. 
And the train rolls slowly out of the yard. 
an exodus on rail of closed hoppers. 
refrigerator cars. Santa Fe printed in 
large white circled crosses. trailers piggyback 
on flatcars. Southern Pacifics. weathered greens. reds 
and blues scabbed with rust. a few rickety trilevel 
rack cars. graffiti. and last. the caboose. 
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III 
Probably Chicago-bound and curving out of view now, 

the train will travel first through the desolate 

East Side, its rumbling acceleration an incongruity 

among cold brick smokestacks tipped with soot. 

fractured skids on loading docks. 

two-story factories, which with their doorframes 

doorless and their windows broken, line 

the tracks like rows of gaping faces. 

And tonight at some rural crossing, a signal 

will warn a deserted road of the train's approach, 

clanking and alternately flashing its two visored 

red lights. And the locomotives. black behind a single. 

vigilant headlight. will grow taller. more 

massive. as they near, And the tracks will begin to hum. 

the groung begin to tremble. And then in a gust 

of wind. the crossing will be overwhelmed-­

obliterated--by the hollow. Doppler 

wailing of a locomotive's horn . 

by the ears' ensuing rhythmic din, 

